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General preface

Several of the chapters in these volumes are appearing in print for the first
time. But most of them have been published before (although generally
in a very different form) either as articles in journals or as contributions
to collective works. Revising them for re-publication, I have attempted
to tread two slightly divergent paths at the same time. On the one hand,
I have mostly allowed my original contentions and conclusions to stand
without significant change. Where I no longer entirely endorse what I
originally wrote, I usually indicate my dissent by adding an explanatory
footnote rather than by altering the text. I have assumed that, if these
essays are worth re-issuing, this can only be because they continue to be
discussed in the scholarly literature. But if that is so, then one ought not
to start moving the targets.
On the other hand, I have not hesitated to improve the presentation

of my arguments wherever possible. I have corrected numerous mistran-
scriptions and factual mistakes. I have overhauled as well as standard-
ised my system of references. I have inserted additional illustrations to
strengthen and extend a number of specific points. I have updated my
discussions of the secondary literature, removing allusions to yesterday’s
controversies and relating my conclusions to the latest research. I have
tried to make use of the most up-to-date editions, with the result that in
many cases I have changed the editions I previously used. I have replied to
critics wherever this has seemed appropriate, sometimes qualifying and
sometimes elaboratingmy earlier judgments. Finally, I have tinkered very
extensively with my prose, particularly in the earliest essays republished
here. I have toned down the noisy polemics I used to enjoy; simplified the
long sentences, long paragraphs and stylistic curlicues I used to affect;
taken greater pains to make use of gender-neutral language wherever
possible; and above all tried to eliminate overlaps between chapters and
repetitions within them.
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General preface vii

I need to explain the basis on which I have selected the essays for
inclusion in these volumes. I have chosen and grouped them – and in
many cases supplied them with new titles – with two main goals in mind.
One has been to give each volume its own thematic unity; the other has
been to integrate the volumes in such a way as to form a larger whole.
The chapters in volume , Regarding Method, are all offered as contri-

butions to the articulation and defence of one particular view about the
reading and interpretation of historical texts. I argue that, if we are to
write the history of ideas in a properly historical style, we need to situate
the texts we study within such intellectual contexts and frameworks of
discourse as enable us to recognise what their authors were doing in writ-
ing them. To speak more fashionably, I emphasise the performativity of
texts and the need to treat them intertextually. My aspiration is not of
course to perform the impossible task of getting inside the heads of long-
dead thinkers; it is simply to use the ordinary techniques of historical
enquiry to grasp their concepts, to follow their distinctions, to recover
their beliefs and, so far as possible, to see things their way.
The other volumes are both concerned with leading themes in early-

modern European political thought. In volume , Renaissance Virtues, I
focus on the fortunes of republicanism as a theory of freedom and gov-
ernment. I follow the re-emergence and development from the thirteenth
to the sixteenth century of a theory according to which the fostering of
a virtuous and educated citizenry provides the key to upholding the lib-
erty of states and individuals alike. My concluding volume, Hobbes and
Civil Science, examines the evolution and character of Thomas Hobbes’s
political thought, concentrating in particular on his theory of the state.
I consider his views about the power of sovereigns, about the duties and
liberties of subjects and about the grounds and limits of political obedi-
ence. I attempt in turn to relate these issues to Hobbes’s changing views
about the nature of civil science and its place in his more general scheme
of the sciences.
While stressing the unity of each volume, I amanxious at the same time

to underline the interrelations between them. I have attempted in the first
place to bring out a general connection between volumes  and . As we
turn from Renaissance theories of civic virtue to Hobbes’s civil science,
we turn at the same time from the ideal of republican self-government to
its greatest philosophical adversary. Although I am mainly concerned in
volume  with the development of Hobbes’s thought, much of what he
has to say about freedom and political obligation can also be read as a
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viii General preface

critical commentary on the vision of politics outlined in volume . The
linkage in which I am chiefly interested, however, is the one I seek to
trace between the philosophical argument of volume  and the historical
materials presented in volumes  and . To put the point as simply as
possible, I see the relationship as one of theory and practice. In volume 
I preach the virtues of a particular approach; in the rest of the book I try
to practise what I preach.
As I intimate in my general title, Visions of Politics, my overarching his-

torical interest lies in comparing two contrasting views we have inherited
in the modern West about the nature of our common life. One speaks of
sovereignty as a property of the people, the other sees it as the possession
of the state. One gives centrality to the figure of the virtuous citizen, the
other to the sovereign as representative of the state. One assigns priority
to the duties of citizens, the other to their rights. It hardly needs stressing
that the question of how to reconcile these divergent perspectives re-
mains a central problem in contemporary political thought. My highest
hope is that, by excavating the history of these rival theories, I may be
able to contribute something of more than purely historical interest to
these current debates.
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Conventions

Abbreviations. The following abbreviations are used in the footnotes:

BL: British Library
BN: Bibliothèque Nationale
DNB: Dictionary of National Biography
OED: Oxford English Dictionary

Bibliographies. These are simply checklists of the primary sources I have
actually quoted and the secondary authorities on which I have relied.
Theymakenopretenceof being systematic guides to the ever-burgeoning
literature on the themes I discuss. In the bibliographies of printed pri-
mary sources I list anonymousworks by title.Where aworkwas published
anonymously but its author’s name is known, I place the name in square
brackets. In the case of anonymous works where the attribution remains
in doubt, I add a bracketed question-mark after the conjectured name.
The bibliographies of secondary sources give all references to journal
numbers in arabic form.

Classical names and titles. I refer to ancient Greek and Roman writers
in their most familiar single-name form, both in the text and in the
bibliographies. Greek titles have been transliterated, but all other titles
are given in their original language.

Dates. Although I follow my sources in dating by the Christian era
(CE and BCE), I have had to make some decisions about the differ-
ent systems of dating prevalent in the early-modern period. The Julian
Calendar (‘Old Style’) remained in use in Britain, whereas theGregorian
(‘New Style’) – ten days ahead of the Julian – was employed in continen-
tal Europe from . When quoting from sources written or published
on the Continent I use the Gregorian style, but when quoting from
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Conventions xv

British sources I prefer the Julian. For example, I give Hobbes’s date of
birth as  April rather than  April , even though the latter date
is technically correct from our point of view, given that the Gregorian
calendar was adopted in Britain in the eighteenth century. A further
peculiarity of early-modern British dating is that the year was generally
taken to start on  March. I have preferred to follow the continental
practice of treating the year as beginning on  January. For example,
I treat Hobbes’s translation of Thucydides – entered in the Stationers’
register with a date of  March  – as entered in .

Gender. Sometimes it is clear that, when the writers I am discussing say
‘he’, they do not mean ‘he or she’, and in such cases I have of course
followed their usage rather than tamperedwith their sense. But in general
I have tried to maintain gender-neutral language as far as possible. To
this end, I have taken full advantage of the fact that, in the British version
of the English language, it is permissible for pronouns and possessives
after each, every, anyone, etc. to take a plural and hence a gender-neutral
form (as in ‘to each their need, from each their power’).

References. Although I basically follow the author-date system, I have
made two modifications to it. One has been rendered necessary by the
fact that I quote from a number of primary sources (for example, collec-
tions of Parliamentary debates) that are unattributable to any one author.
As with anonymous works, I refer to these texts by their titles rather than
the names of their modern editors and list them in the bibliographies
of primary sources. My other modification is that, in passages where I
continuously quote from one particular work, I give references so far as
possible in the body of the text rather than in footnotes. Except when cit-
ing from classical sources, I generally give references in arabic numerals
to chapters from individual texts and to parts of multi-volume works.

Transcriptions. My rule has been to preserve original spelling, capitalisa-
tion, italicisation andpunctuation so far as possible.However, I normalise
the long ‘s’, remove diphthongs, expand contractions, correct obvious
typographical errors and change ‘u’ to ‘v’ and ‘i’ to ‘j’ in accordance
with modern orthography. When quoting in Latin I use ‘v’ as well as ‘u’,
change ‘j’ to ‘i’, expand contractions and omit diacritical marks. Some-
times I change a lower-case initial letter to an upper, or vice versa, when
fitting quotations around my own prose.
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xvi Conventions

Translations. Whenquoting fromclassical sources, and fromearly-modern
sources in languages other than English, all translations are my own ex-
cept where specifically noted. I make extensive use of the editions pub-
lished in the Loeb Classical Library, all of which contain facing-page ver-
sions in English. But because these renderings are often
very free I have preferred to make my own translations even in these
instances. I must stress, however, that I remain grateful for the availabil-
ity of these editions, and have generally been guided by them in making
my own translations, even to the extent of adopting turns of phrase.
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